Hanover Adams and York Painting Contractors
Ever wondered why a majority of local hospitals paint and repaint shades of cool blue? You
probably don’t take note of the colors in the hospital. Let’s bring this closer home, think of your
favorite eatery do the color themes have either of these colors; yellow, red and white? You have
probably realized the eateries with these colors are innumerable. Interestingly, these color choices
are informed by psychological facts. Therefore, your favorite restaurant, lawyers' office, or the
kid's shop next door have all made sense of the relation between color paints and human
psychology. At Hanover Adams and York County painters, we have worked with businesses from
consultation to the actual painting of their premises, helping them understand the paint colors.
Unknown to most of us while painting our homes and offices, there exists psychology behind paint
colors. That starts with the choice of the way the painting is done and is part of non-verbal
communication. An interview with the most seasoned painter at Adams County commercial
painters revealed that colors are expressions of emotions on a pre-eminent level. The color painting
on a wall can control not only your feelings but also increase your appetite. Remember my opening
question? Does our discovery of yellow, red, and white make sense now?
Commercial paintings
Wondering how your business will work through this confusion that is the color code? Well, some
good news for you. We at Hanover Adams have professional painters with years of experience in
visual ergonomics; you have nothing to worry we will figure this out for you. Looking to increase
productivity in your office setting? Our extensive research will offer you a variety of tones of
colors that will work to that effect. Do not allow the colors you use to misrepresent your image.
While there are colors that the human brain connects to and gets positively influenced, the opposite
is also true. Cool colors invoke happiness and calmness. Warmer colors on the flip-side invoke
emotions of anger and energy.
Moreover, at Hanover Adams and York County painting contractors, we are not only a locally
trusted brand, but we are also registered contractors in Pennsylvania. With us, you are quality
assured. Further, we have the capacity to work on large projects that one of the major reasons we
do our work in a timely fashion despite the size of the contract.
House Painting
We work both on commercial and private spaces. You are probably stuck on what colors to work
within your home. Is it a dilemma of colors and a fear of painting what is trendy today and unsure
of how to keep up? We have a solution for you. At York County painters, we handle every project
with the uniqueness that comes with it. Our constant advice to our clients is letting them know that
trends will come and go. But, we will be here to make your home beautiful by choosing colors that
mirror their personalities. We go ahead to make beautiful blends that will make lasting, fulfilling
impressions.

